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GrainTuff    Grain

Bunker  Covers
GrainTuff   bunker  covers  are  an  affordable

method  to  store  and  protect  your  harvest  from

the  elements .  Our  high  quality  and  high

strength  grain  bunker  covers  are  made  from  UV

stabilized  coated  fabric  materials .  They  suit

harsh  Australian  weather  conditions .

Seams  of  the  grain  bunker  tarps  are  fully

welded  for  water-proofing  and  increased

strength .  Tough ,  durable  and  affordable ,

GrainTuff     bunker  tarps  and  ground  sheets  are

tear  and  abrasion  resistant  with  high  tensile

strength .  So  don ’t  take  chances  with  your

season ’s  worth  of  hard  work .  Make  sure  that  you

have  top  quality  grain  bunker  covers  to  protect

your  harvest !

We  manufacture  all  our  grain  bunker  covers  in

Australia .  We  here  at  Fleximake  have  the  fastest

and  most  sophisticated  plastic  welding

machines  in  Australia .  The  modern  tech ,  high

speed  machines  bring  us  the  capability  to

guarantee  you  a  fast  delivery  regardless  of  the

size  of  the  bunker  cover .  This  also  means  that

we  can  offer  you  very  competitive  prices  as

opposed  to  our  direct  competitors .

Fleximake  team  will  work  with  you  to

understand  your  needs  and  advise  on  the  best

outcome .  We  make  sure  that  you  will  be  getting

grain  bunker  covers  that  will  perfectly  suit  your

needs .



TOP  COVER

GrainTuff    316PE

GrainTuff   316PE  tarpaulin  is  a  heavy  duty

coated  fabric  that  is  especially  designed  to  use

as  top  cover  of  grain  bunkers .  This  fabric  comes

with  3  year  UV  warranty .

The  above  data  was  provided  by  our  material  manufacturer .  The  tensile  and  tear  strength

stated  above  were  measured  during  tests  under  the  temperature  range  of  22℃-26℃ .  The  tensile

and  tear  strength  will  decrease  with  increase  in  temperature .  This  product  data  sheet  is

subjected  to  revisions  once  additional  know-how  is  gained .  We  make  no  guarantee  of  results

and  assume  no  obligation  liability  whatsoever  in  connection  with  this  information .

Material  Specifications-316GSM



GROUND  SHEET

GrainTuff    195PE
GrainTuff   195PE  tarpaulin  is  a  heavy  duty

coated  fabric  that  is  especially  designed  to  use

as  ground  sheet  of  grain  bunkers .

The  above  data  was  provided  by  our  material  manufacturer .  The  tensile  and  tear  strength

stated  above  were  measured  during  tests  under  the  temperature  range  of  22℃-26℃ .  The  tensile

and  tear  strength  will  decrease  with  increase  in  temperature .  This  product  data  sheet  is

subjected  to  revisions  once  additional  know-how  is  gained .  We  make  no  guarantee  of  results

and  assume  no  obligation  liability  whatsoever  in  connection  with  this  information .

Material  Specifications-195GSM
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